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Iiniistsi Allies
How Mount Royal University is
embracing Indigenous Culture
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
Over the past three months,
the good folks of MRU have
treated the general population
to a variety of events focused
on educating and spreading
awareness of First Nations
culture. From the second annual
Making Treaty 7 play to the first
ever Redx Talks event, which
was received well on a global
scale, those in attendance had
the privilege to hear first-hand
about Indigenous culture through
traditional oral conversation.
Rio Mitchell, the creative
director for Making Treaty 7 and
Redx Talks, told the Reflector
that MRU’s efforts to educate
their students and staff, as well as
anyone else that chose to attend,
about Indigenous culture have
not gone unnoticed.
“It is definitely more exposure
that we thought we would get.
This is part of why the inaugural
event is so soon. Redx Talks
clearly has a life of it’s own and
everyone that we approached
with the idea really caught on
because it’s just so simple,” says
Mitchell. “In a way, it’s so obvious
and surprising that it isn’t already

alive. So to be able to bring it to
life is so exciting and having this
much support and having it blow
up like this. People are interested
and want to go to this more and
more, so to see that Redx Talks
is as popular as it is makes it
quite rewarding and we’re really
hoping that all of that excitement
translates to more events like
this.”
Mitchell goes on to say that she
hopes the University can help
inspire other institutions across
Canada to follow suit.
“Mount Royal is Redx Talks’
official educational partnership
and that’s for a really good
reason. Really to commend
Mount Royal for their objective
and their mission to Indigenize
the University and now that we
have such a strong partnership
with Mount Royal, we want to
have as much to do with the
University Indigenizing as Mount
Royal wants to do with our events
like Redx Talks and Making
Treaty 7,” says Mitchell. “Really
we’re hoping to help Mount Royal
fully indigenize and become a
model for other post secondary
schools across Canada to show
how a campus can really walk the
red road and indigenize all of it’s
studies and the way that it runs.”

Mitchell tells us that opening
up this conversation to nonindigenous people allows them
to really get involved and learn
more about Indigenous culture.
“It’s exciting to be able to
build a knowledge bundle to
transfer to future generations
and expressing indigenous
worldviews. We want to open
up these worldviews to nonindigenous people. Our Redx
Allies program is really important
because it’s important for us to
feel like we have an in on the
conversation and really learn
how I can be the best possible ally
I can be, as well as infuse myself
into these worldviews that have
so much to offer. Being an ally,
I have the resources to tap into
these worldviews.”
Mitchell also stresses the
importance of engaging in
this vital conversation in order
to shed light on some of the
inaccuracies we hold on to and
become stronger allies.
“The conversation is open for
everyone. That’s how someone
becomes an ally. We’re always
looking for people with unique
points of view to contribute to the
conversation. The allies program
is really important because I grew
up here in Calgary and I learned
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Miss Universe Ashley Callingbull talks at the RedX Talks at
Mount Royal University.
that I knew so little about the
home that has given me so much.
And it is because what I learned
in school is not exactly the truth
after talking to my indigenous
friends. I think it’s an important
conversation to open up so we
can share our history and become

the best settlers and allies that we
can be.”
To learn more about what
MRU is doing to Indigenize the
campus, visit the Iniskim Centre
or check out their website at
www.mtroyal.ca/iniskimcentre

Ignore Jenny McCarthy and Get Vaccinated
The Most Wonderful Time of the Year has arrived: Flu Season
Sam Ridgway
Staff Writer
Every year, as predictable as
Halloween or Christmas, flu
season arrives. From October
until May, ever y student,
professor and family member
obsessively washes their hands
and sanitizer stands pop up
around campus. Many people
swear by regular use of oregano
oil or eating massive amounts
of garlic or chicken soup. A lot
of people try to stay warm but it
can be tough when cold Alberta
winters arrive. So what’s the best
way to prevent the dreaded flu
virus? A quick and simple shot at

your local pharmacy or even right
here at MRU.
Flu vaccines in Alberta change
every year because flu viruses
evolve quickly. This means that
unlike more stable viruses that
require a one-time vaccination,
you will need to continue getting
vaccinated for the flu. It’s a real
bummer, but so is being sick. This
year the vaccine protects against
Influenza A H1N1, Influenza A
H3N2, and an Influenza B virus.
These viruses lead to fever,
coughs, sore throats, congestion,
muscle aches, headaches and
fatigue. The only thing that could
make finals worse would be an
energy-draining virus like the flu.

Once you get your vaccine, it
takes approximately two weeks
for your body to fully develop
the antibodies it needs to prevent
an illness. While you cannot get
the flu from the vaccine, you can
get the flu during this two-week
period. However, once you have
received the ‘shot’, you will have
much milder symptoms than
without it.
Even if you believe you have
an ironclad immune system that
fends off influenza, you should
get vaccinated. Why? Because so
many people cannot, and even if
you don’t get sick, you can still
carry and transmit the virus to
those people who are unable to

get vaccinated.
People are unable to get
vaccinated against influenza
for a variety of reasons, ranging
from allergies to age and beyond.
Infants under six months of
age are not able to receive the
vaccination, individuals with egg
allergies are unable to receive the
vaccination and often individuals
undergoing chemot herapy
or other intensive medical
treatments are recommended
not to have any vaccinations. In
order to protect these vulnerable
groups from an illness that is far
more likely to be life threatening
than it would be on a healthy
individual; we need what is called

‘herd immunity’ or, put simply, a
majority of the population that
has been immunized.
Now that you know how
important it is to get vaccinated,
check out AlbertaHealthServices.
ca to find out where you can do
so. The website has an extensive
list of local clinics, including
vaccination schedules including
one that will be held here on
campus; as well as additional
information on the differences
between influenza, the common
cold, and stomach ‘flu’. The
website includes frequently asked
questions about immunization,
and updates on vaccination
reports from across the province.
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Where are Canadian Universities Budgeting for
Getting their Money?
Enbridge’s relationship with U of C highlights
issues with post-secondary funding
Nina Grossman
News Editor
Recently the University of
Calgary’s relationship with
one of Canada’s biggest energy
companies has been placed in
the limelight. CBC news began
an investigation with a freedom
of information request into
Enbridge’s corporate influence on
the U of C and the funding going
into a research centre on campus.
Reportedly the documents
that CBC received from the U
of C show the institution giving
Enbridge gratuitous freedom and
control over public relations and
other operations. CBC reports
that the energy company pledged
$2.25 million over a 10-year
period with potential funding in
the future for the establishment
of the research centre.
Enbridge apparently sought
further authority; attempting to
influence board memberships,
staff, and the eligibility of
students for awards and
scholarships.
Many feel that the company’s
influence caused a conflict of
interest, with too much corporate
control over mandates and
operations impacting students
and over all academics.
In a statement responding
to the CBC’s investigations,
Enbridge has said that it has
not tried to affect the research

centre’s staffing or operations.
“We’ve always known from
day one that the credibility
associated with solid research,
sound research, has to be based
on academic freedom.”
Regardless, the centre has lost
the “Enbridge” in its title, now
simply “Centre for Corporate
Sustainability.”
Openly seeking corporate
financial support is not exclusive
to the U of C. Since the early 90s,
government funding of Canadian
universities has decreased and
now sits at around 40 to 60 per
cent depending on the institution.
This points at a bigger issue.
Where should universities get
their funding if the government
isn’t helping them out?
An article from the Globe and
Mail reports that the number of
Canadian universities collecting
as much money (if not more)
from students as they are from
provincial government grants is
steadily increasing and students
are undoubtedly feeling the
increased weight. A study by
TD Economics shows that across
Canada, tuition fees accounted
for 36 per cent of university
revenue in 2005. Although
Statistics Canada released data
showing that in 2009 tuition fees
accounted for roughly 20 per cent
of post-secondary revenue; many
experts believe that number will
only continue to increase.

Alarmingly, the Canadian
Federation of Students stated
that university undergraduate
tuition fees have outpaced
inf lation by 509 percent.
Public systems cannot operate
without substantial government
contributions. As tuition has
increased, post-secondar y
institutions are dealing with
broke and angr y students
struggling to make ends meet.
This is probably when corporate
sponsorship starts to look like a
not so bad idea.
Some experts say that it is
possible to balance corporate
funding and academic
independence as long as there
are protocols and regulations
in place to maintain t he
institutions credibility. The
issue is that corporations who
provide funding obviously have
motives outside of supporting
the institution, and their funding
usually comes with a set of
conditions.
Now t h a t t h e A l b e r t a
government has released it’s
budget for the coming year, plans
for a two per cent increase in base
funding may change the nature of
post-secondary revenue. Changes
may takes some time though, so
a continued reliance on Canada’s
watchdog press may be the best
bet to keep an eye on private and
public sector relationships in the
world of higher education.

Alberta’s Future
How will the newly released provincial budgets affect poor little
students?
Andrea Roberts
Staff Writer
On Oct 29, The NDPs released
provincial budgets for 2015.
A few highlights that students
will enjoy is a continued 2-year
tuition freeze and $228 million
in funding for student aid;
money that will help to support
around 47,500 students seeking
scholarships and 16,000 students
seeking grants. $579 million
will be spent for student loans
allowing 77,000 recipients to go
to school.
I n 2 012 , M o u n t Roy a l
University along with the other
post-secondary institutions in
Alberta experienced a funding
freeze; this led to a number of
programs being cut and parttime lecturers being let go. It
came as a shock as MRU had been
promised higher funding by the
same government if it became
a University. This decision was
finally overthrown with Bill
3, which allowed funding to
continue but at a 1.4 per cent of
the original budget.
However with Notley’s new
government, higher education,

professors and students might
benefit over the next three
years. Alberta’s government
has dedicated $5.7 billion for
advanced education in this fiscal
year.
Yet it might not be all sunshine
and roses for Alberta’s post
secondary students. There will
be tax hikes on tobacco, alcohol
and fuel; the latter making a trip
to school more expensive than it
used to be.
Premier Rachel Notley and
Finance Minister Joe Ceci said
that they would not be making
any cuts to healthcare, education
and human services in order
to balance the budget and are
expecting a $6.1 billion dollar
deficit due to lower tax, royalty
and corporate revenue from the
oil and gas industry. Instead
Notley plans to focus on jobs and
diversification, infrastructure,
community development and
small business access to capital.
It’s impossible to know how all
this will turn out for Alberta, but
after a large scale shift in political
control in both Alberta and
Canada, its safe to say that we
can expect some serious change.

What’s Trudeau’s Next Step?
What can we expect from our new Liberal government?
Sam Ridgway
Staff Writer

Canadians have voted in Justin
Trudeau and a Liberal Party with
a 184 seat majority in Parliament.
During a weirdly long campaign
run that came to an end on Oct.
19, Trudeau made a long list of
promises to constituents across
the country, and with a majority
government he has the power to
turn his words into action.
While a lot of us are enjoying
the fun memes about our new
(lets face it) slightly more
charismatic Prime Minister and
wondering when that whole legal
weed thing is going to happen,
poor Trudeau has a lot of things
on his mind.
Many of these promises have

already been brought to the table
— despite Trudeau not officially
holding the seat until Nov. 4, —
not the least of which is an effort
to reform the Senate, abolish
the first-past-the-post electoral
system, and initiate an inquiry
into missing and murdered
indigenous women. He has
also promised to reveal his new
cabinet, half of which will be
comprised of women.
Trudeau has made promises to
cut taxes, revisit and amend Bill
C-51, legalize marijuana, increase
health care spending and prepare
climate change reforms in time
for the United Nations Climate
Change Summit in Paris in
December.
If you thought your day planner
was full imagine what this guy’s

looks like.
Trudeau’s ambitious, lofty
goals are hopeful; but we’ve seen
it before. Optimistic, empowered
politicians with genuine dreams
of a better country get boxed
in and beaten down by an ageold political system that loathes
change.
Shortly following election
night, Trudeau spoke directly with
President Barack Obama about
his plans to withdraw troops
from Iraq and Syria. He has said
that the President “understands”
his intentions, but he has yet
to publish a timeline for these
efforts.
With so many commitments on
the table, it’s no surprise that he
is looking to provincial leaders
for support. However, according

to a press release, Alberta Liberal
Leader Dr. David Swann believes
that the Alberta NDP budget,
which was released on Oct. 27,
“falls short”.
The Alberta Liberal party had
campaigned with the intention
to eliminate small business taxes,
initiate a debt repayment plan,
and create incentives for green
initiatives. The NDP budget
allegedly contains none of these
things, and Liberal representatives
believe that this will lead to “a
massive and growing operational
deficit with no action to address
the root cause.” The federal party
will now have to adapt some plans
to work with the provincial NDP
budget.
Liberal representatives from
many levels have been reaching

out to their voters, a grassroots
tactic which is often overlooked
post-election. Trudeau himself
spent the morning after the
election meeting and speaking
with commuters in the Montreal
subway – an action which has
been described by the National
Post as “both a clever tactic and
[just] a good thing to do”.
Trudeau has commented
repeatedly that his work is just
beginning, and seems dedicated
to working on his promises from
the ground up, voter by voter and
province by province. No matter
what party you voted for, it’s safe
to say that we are all anxious to
see how the Liberals deliver on the
plethora of promises being made
to Canadians.
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On Remembering…
While we are all anxiously awaiting the
reading days that are quickly approaching
next week, it is important to remember
just why we have Nov. 11 off from school
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“

Embrace your inner porn
star (hair wise, and no, not that
hair either)

and work, and that is for Remembrance
day. We all know about Remembrance day,
as beautiful red poppy pins take over our
jackets for this important day.
But what is it that make Remembrance day
so important. The day takes place for us to
remember all of those who have died in the
line of duty, but it is also important for us
to remember those who have not lost their
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If we gave you a million
dollars, what would you buy?
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lives, but continue to serve for our country.
After spending last week in the states, it
was difficult not to notice the pride they
have in their country, and their soldiers.
To Americans the soldiers who continue to
fight for them receive the utmost respect.
For example, halfway through the third

“I would buy a
new car.”
— Steven Porter,
1st year
Marketing
Management

“A house.”
— Amanda Waddle,
1st year Nursing

quarter of the NFL game we attended
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(more on that on pg. 15) we were called
to stand to honour their soldiers and the
pride these fans took in this moment was
astounding.
One of the things about Remembrance day
that I find so interesting is how it is all too
often forgotten about. Sure, we all donate
and pick up a poppy, but do we all take a
moment to honour our soldiers at 11 a.m.?
I am not so sure. Do we all realize that this
is not just a day off from school, but instead
a day to think about how lucky we are that
we get to go to school?
The second thing about our country that
tends to get me pretty fired up, is how
many people put up Christmas decorations
before this day has past. The holidays in
Canada don’t just jump from Halloween to
Christmas, so lets respect that and keep the
holly jolly joy to a minimum before Nov. 11.
So students of Mount Royal, and readers
of this paper, I am going to challenge you.
Spend this year really thinking about why
we have Remembrance day, and observe

“I would buy a bunch of
chicken, a years worth
and hire a chef to prepare
it. Then new winter tires
and an exhaust. Then like
200K to orphans. I would
pay off my parents house,
invest 300 grand. Then I
would bum 200K and live
in Thailand like a king. I
would be a bodybuilding
Thailander. ”
— Javen Clayton,
1st year Open Studies

The Reflector, with an on- and offcampus circulation of 8,000, is the
independent voice of the students
of Mount Royal University. It is
published fortnightly during the
academic year (Sept. to April).

“I would buy a
house and a dog”
— Jordan Wigle,
4th year
Accounting

Visit us online
at TheReflector.ca,
on Facebook, or on Twitter
or Instagram @ReflectThis

the moment of silence. Try to catch some
great coverage that morning live from
Ottawa on CBC. Think about all the great
things we have in our lives because of
the people who fought for that, and for

#MRU TWITTERSPHERE

god sakes buy a poppy. Every donation
helps, and there is nothing more beautiful
than seeing all the collars of our students
and city decorated with a beautiful red
emblem.
While I don’t want to sound preachy.
I do want to encourage you to see this
holiday for what it is, and some of the
things you can do include, driving down
Memorial drive in Calgary, they put up an
amazing Remembrance display , or head
down to the Jubilee and take part in the

@kaypearcy: Thank you
#MRU Starbucks ladies for
always being so cheerful in
the mornings! Your energy is
contagious

Remembrance day service.
Whatever you choose to do, just remember!
Remember those we have lostand
remember those who are still fighting, for
us, every. single. day.

Lest We Forget

-The Reflector Staff

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.

@socialgrrrl: Trying
out my new swag on this
chilly morning #reppin
#mru

@ClurThorimburt: Love for my
cougs #playoffs #MRU
@emilyrnussbaum:
Application for Fall 2016
submitted! Hopefully I’ll be
seeing a lot more of #MRU
in the fall! #fingerscrossed
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Mo-vin on up

Get ready for another
year of sick staches’
supporting a worldwide
cause
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The buzz around your lip fuzz
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
Alrighty boys, listen up! Put down
that razor and embrace your
inner porn star (hair wise, and
no, not that hair either), as Nov.
1 is the kick off day for this year’s
annual Movember campaign!
If you don’t already know, the
Movember Foundation is a global
initiative focused on raising
funds and bringing awareness
to men dealing with prostate
and testicular cancer, as well as
those dealing with poor mental
or physical health.
Brining it close to home, an
estimated 1,050 Canadian men
will be diagnosed with prostate
cancer in 2015, according to
the Movember Foundation
website. With new technologies
and research becoming more
advanced, the five-year relative
survival rate is 97 per cent for
men with testicular cancer in
Canada.
Based out of Australia, the
Movember Foundation raised
over $100 million worldwide,
including about $24.7 million
raised in Canada.
Funds raised in Canada go to
Prostate Cancer Canada (PCC)
and other Movember Foundation
programs. According to the

PCC website, 1 in 8 men will be
diagnosed with prostate cancer
in their lifetime. Dr. Stuart
Edmonds, Chief Scientific Officer
at PCC, says that PCC is dedicated
to furthering their
research for a safer
future.
Since 2003,
t h e M ove m b e r
Foundation has
funded over 1,000
men’s health
programs that
fo c u s o n fo u r
priority issues:
prostate cancer,
testicular cancer,
poor mental health
and physical
inactivity. Last
Movember was the
most significant
campaign to date
and led to breakthroughs in
prostate cancer and testicular
cancer.
“Prostate Cancer Canada is
committed to fostering the next
generation of research scientists.
By offering salary support to
these new investigators, we are
supporting talent at a critical
time in their careers, ensuring
that a certain proportion of their
time is devoted to research,” says
Dr. Edmonds.
“By offering opportunities in

prostate cancer research, and in
Canada, we’re investing in the
future of prostate cancer research
and enabling continued successes
in prostate cancer research.”

introducing MOVE as a new
way for everyone to participate,
men can grow and get their Mo’s
moving, and women can see their
support in action,” said Claire
Lamont, Countr y
Director, Movember
Canada.
“ 2 014 w a s a n
incredible year
and thanks to the
continued support
from Canadians,
and around t he
world, we’re proud
to share that we
funded our1000th
men’s health project
globally, but there’s
still a lot of work to
be done.”
Mental health
is another recent
initiative that the
good folks at the Movember
Foundation have taken on
in recent years. In 2014, the
Movember Foundation started
its Men’s Health & Wellbeing
Innovation Challenge, where
Canadians were encouraged to
submit their ideas to debunk
some of the urban legends
around men’s health and mental
health. The Movember forked
over more than $2 million for
the project.
“An idea, no matter how small,

“An idea, no matter how
small, can help change
the face of men’s health
and that’s exactly what the
Innovation Challenge is
focused on“
—
Pete Bombaci

This year, the Movember
Foundation is launching a new
initiative called MOVE, a 30
day fitness challenge during
the month of November to raise
additional awareness around
men’s health. Once signed up
on Movember.com, Mo Bros and
Mo Sistas get their own personal
funding page, free for anyone
who donates to the cause.
“ We ’re excited to have
Movember.com open and ready
for all to sign up. This year we’re

can help change the face of men’s
health and that’s exactly what the
Innovation Challenge is focused
on,” said Pete Bombaci, Country
Director, Movember Canada.
“It’s because of the
commitment of our Mo Bros
and Mo Sistas that sign up every
Movember to help us raise funds
and awareness for men’s health
that we are able to invest in these
projects.”
As an avid participant of
Movember ever since I could
grow a non-embar rassing
moustache (it isn’t Tom Selleck or
Ron Jeremy, but it’s something.
Like a solid 6/10), Movember
is just one of those things that’s
super fun to do for a great cause.
Taking silly pictures with your
bros, having strangers coming
up to you and complimenting
the stache, it’s all worth it for
a great cause. Even if you’re on
that Ramen Noodles for dinner
struggle every night and don’t
necessarily have the funds to
give, just bringing awareness to
the seriousness of men’s health is
a huge step in the right direction.
For more information, visit
Movember.ca to keep up with
the latest news and to donate.
The rate of men diagnosed with
testicular cancer has doubled in
the last 50 years. Know the risks
and check yourself!
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Blank-Fest celebrates fifth anniversary
How everyone comes together to keep YYC’s homeless youth warm
Angie Lang
Features Editor

same way every Christmas eve.
Blank-Fest Calgary started
small with only seven blankets.
Harrison says, it’s come along
way since the beginning. She
says it’s very unfortunate that
Calgary is one of the richest cities
in Canada but yet we still have a
very large homeless problem.
“We should look a little closer
to home,” says Harrison. “It’s
something that’s always hurt me
to see people lying on the street.”
Harrison says no matter where
she goes she always talks to the
people who are living on the
street. She says that everyone
has a story to tell and the reason
there are on the street is not his
or her choice.
The first year BlankFest started
they did a call out for blankets,
clothing and cash donations.
Har rison says “it was so
successful, it really blew my mind
and it’s remained consistent overt
the last five years.”
The event not only helps the
less fortunate living on the street,
but also helps local indie bands
become recognized.
“Calgary has a really rich and
talented music scene and there
are a lot of up and coming bands
that no one knows about.”
Local musicians donate their
time and music and in exchange
they get exposure.

Blankfest is happening Nov. 14
at the Blind Beggar Pub from 7
p.m. to 2 a.m. Representatives
from Streetlight will be in
attendance with vouchers and
information.
100 per cent of the proceeds
from Blankfest go towards
Streelight.
“We run this event for the
benefit of the community and to
give back,” says Harrison. “It’s
our way of giving back.”

You don’t
have to sit in
school to
stand among
greatness.

“It’s very
unfortunate
that Calgary
is one of the
richest cities
in Canada
but yet we
still have a
very large
homeless
problem.“

Leanne Harrison

How musican’s and the Calgary community come together to
help YYC’s homeless youth

For most teens living on
the street it’s not their choice,
especially when it’s minus 30
degree weather. Streetlight
mobile drop-in centre works
with the less fortunate and feeds
them, clothes them and gives
them a safe place to rest and talk
for a little.

› Thomas Edison:
The world’s most extraordinary
failure never gave up.
Thank goodness.

open. online. everywhere.
go.athabascau.ca/online-courses

By Levin C. Handy (per http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cwpbh.04326) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

It’s minus 30 outside and the
streets are covered with snow.
You can see your breath and you
can feel your eyes burning from
the severe temperatures. Those
brutally cold days are hard for the
best of us seasoned Calgarians,
but imagine you didn’t have a
warm home to go to or clothes
to protect you from these harsh
temperatures. For many youth
living in Calgary, this nightmare
is their reality.
Blank-Fest, an international
event brings awareness to
the growing percent of youth
homelessness in cities across
Canada and the United States.
Blank-fest Calgar y work s
with local musicians and the
Streetlight initiative to raise
donations for Calgary’s less

fortunate.
Streetlight is a program
that works with other street
orientated agencies and the
community to better assist our
homeless youth in a positive way,
by raising money and donations
for these youth.
Leanne Harrison of artist
management and booking group
SIN agency, along with multiple
volunteers come together to help
Calgary’s homeless. It’s nothing
more and nothing less. That
is the slogan that has inspired
Blank-Fest across the world, to
aid those living on the streets to
be clothed and fed during the
winter months.
Harrison says that she became
aware of Blank-Fest six years ago
when she met Ken Rowel who has
been running Blank-Fest in New
York City for 17 years. Harisson
says that Rowel has been running
Blank-Fest in New York the exact

‘Dear Sex’ Series
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Your deepest, most scandalous sex
questions answered!
Kate Holowaty
Sex Columnist
Hello lovely friends. Some of you
wrote into me with some of your
most interesting sexual questions
and now I am going to do my best
to answer them with the help of my
capacious and boundless sexual
knowledge, my friend’s opinions
and of course the interweb. So grab
a glass of wine, sit back and prepare
to be educated.
Dear sex columnist,
I get lockjaw when I give blow jobs,
how can I stop this from happening?
Sincerely,
Can’t Get A-Head
Dear Can’t Get A-Head,
Listen, blow jobs are hard, no pun
intended. They are a complex beast
for any human to master. You’ve got
tongue, teeth, other hand action,
friction, saliva maintenance and
sucking action all going on at the
same time. I’m sure whomever you
are giving a BJ to is already pretty
stoked that they’re even getting
one, so I wouldn’t worry too much
about the whole lock jaw thing. If
you really want to get serious you
could try acupuncture but that
sounds expensive and I feel like
that’s not really necessary. Just
get good with a hand job and suck
the D intermittently. Also break up
giving a BJ throughout the sesh. It
gives you both a break and it’ll only
add to the frisky fun. ;)
Dear coolest/hottest sex columnist
angel,

Is it easier for lesbians to contract
STI’s?
Sincerely,
Lezbehonest
Dear Lezbehonest,
In my super expert opinion, it is
not necessarily easier for lesbians
to contract STI’s but there are just
different infections to look out for
that tend to occur more frequently
in lesbian couples than in heterosexual couples. Common STI’s that
can be passed between women are
bacterial vaginosis, chlamydia,
genital herpes, HPV and trichomoniasis. But a basic rule to remember
for reducing your risk of STI’s is to
try to exchange as few bodily fluids
as possible.
Be a responsible sexual adult and
buy some dental dams, you can
find them at specialty sex shops or
if you’re desperate use plastic wrap
or cut open a condom. Also remember not to share sex toys and to be
careful when hooking up on your
period.
Dear sex columnist,
I don’t know how to be on top, I
feel so self-conscious.
Sincerely,
Not a Cowgirl
Oh honey, we have all been there
okay! I went through a real being
on top rut but I got through it and
you can too. Not utilizing this position to your full advantage is a
real shame because it’s got a lot of
positive aspects including but not
limited to: being able to make out
intermittently, your partner’s hands
being able to do whatever they

want, your hands being able to do
whatever they want, being able to
customize the intensity with leverage and the position itself is a visual
masterpiece for him or her. If you’re
really feeling self conscious maybe
it’s time to treat yourself to a new
bra that makes you feel awesome.
Keep it on during if you like, it’ll
add to the visual for your partner
and make you feel le bomb.
Dear goddess of the moon and
stars sex columnist,
Should girls clean their anus before doing anal?
From Butt Stuff 2015
Dear Butt Stuff 2015,
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“If it is the
first time
for you and
your partner
it might be
better to
douche just
to avoid any,
umm crappy
issues.“
—
Kate Holowaty

If you are thinking about doing
anal for the first time, douching
is probably a good idea. If it is the
first time for you and your partner
it might be better to douche just
to avoid any, umm crappy issues.
Make sure you buy an anal douche
if possible as opposed to a vaginal
douche. Use a douche 45 minutes
prior to intercouse and use lukewarm mineral water if possible.
Wash the douche before and after
using and make sure to lubricate.
You can repeat the douching process until the water is 100 per cent
clear. Now you’re ready to have
some fun in the bum!!!
Okay so there you have it. You
asked and I hopefully delivered.
Remember not to take yourself too
serious sexually. Have fun, try new
things, embrace yo self but always
remember to protect yourself and
be safe!!!!!
Email your questions to: sexcolumnist.reflector@gmail.com

Sometimes all it takes is a little confidence and some help from
the pro’s to help us get through an akward sexual experience

Google Play Music, an excellent
streaming music service that I
have been using for the past year.
The reverse is true as well: if you
are a subscriber to Google Play
Music, you automatically get a
subscription to YouTube Red.
While YouTube Red may offer
good value for subscribers,
content creators on YouTube are
uncertain about the implications
of the subscription service. Under
the previous model, content
creators would be paid 55 per
cent of the ad revenue from their
videos. YouTube Red will pay
content creators a portion of the

revenues from their YouTube Red
paid subscribers. YouTube has yet
to publicly acknowledge what
percentage of revenue content
creators will make, but many are
nervous.
The paid subscription service
will also allow YouTube to
more ef fectively compete
with Netflix. YouTube will be
offering a number of original
series featuring prominent
content creators and they will be
available exclusively to YouTube
Red subscribers.
Content creators on YouTube
may feel wary, but they may

Red-y
for
ad-free
YouTube?
YouTube’s ad-free paid subscription service has some content creators seeing red
Lugan Krupa
Tech Columnist
Nothing kills the joy of a good
YouTube session quite like
advertisements. One second,
you’re about to watch onehundred consecutive parodies
of Drake’s “Hotline Bling” video,
and instead you get a pickup
truck ad. Boo!
YouTube Red is the answer
for those of us who hate
advertisements on YouTube
videos. The service has gone live
in the United States for $10 USD

a month, and will be offered in
Canada sometime in 2016.
Upon subscribing, YouTube
becomes entirely free of ads
playing before videos. The
service also offers the ability to
download YouTube videos and
view them offline, which is both
useful for travellers and for those
keeping an eye on their mobile
data limits each month. Users
will still have the option to view
the large majority of YouTube’s
content with ads, just the same
as always.
A subscription to YouTube Red
also gets users a subscription to

also have reason for optimism.
YouTube viewing rates are rising
as many consumers refuse to
pay the high cost of cable bills. A
subscription model for YouTube
could be a great step toward the
future, allowing users to enjoy
more content.
I look forward to subscribing
when the services become
available in Canada. Now
excuse me, I’m going to get back
to watching “Hotline Bling”
parodies!
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arts

Arts Editor
Bigoa Machar
artseditor@thereflector.ca

Bringing sexy back

performers, the hosts made jokes
and encouraged the audience
to feel good about themselves,
to practice safe sex and to have
fun. At several points throughout
the weekend, condoms were
thrown into the audience, further
promoting safe and positive sex
lives.
Take it from Baby Doe, a
seasoned burlesque dancer.
“It doesn’t matter what size or
shape you are. Burlesque is about
feeling positive about who you
are, about knowing how to shake
what you have and being proud
of it,”
If you missed the festival, there
are many opportunities year
round to see shows. Whether
you go to see The Rhinestone

The Calgary
Burlesque
Scene is
not only
artistically
riveting,
but also sex
positive.
Robyn Welsh
Staff Writer
On Oct. 16 to 18, pubs were
packed with enlivened crowds
ready to get a taste of The Calgary
Burlesque Festival. Hours before
each show, the pubs were full and
the crowds were ready.
It’s Saturday night, the crowd
is buzzing with energy when the
soft xylophone introduction of
“Pure Imagination” fills the room.
The lights come on and Willy
Wonka walks on stage. The music
soon picks up and the crowd
sees Willy Wonka portrayed like
they never have before dancing
burlesque. With hints of Veruca
Salt’s demanding, “I want it
now,” Hella Tang flaunted her
wild bad girl side and captivated
the audience.
From 50’s housewives, to
Christmas toy soldiers and
skull faces, the festival had
a wide array of captivating
per for mances. Between

OUT’N
ABOUT

“Burlesque is
about feeling
positive about
who you are“
—
Baby Doe
Dancer
Affair, or The Fake Moustache
Drag King Troupe perform, your
night will be transformed. After
seeing a few shows, if you are
really interested in the dancing
and would like to get a dance
workout, check out Burlesque
Burn for lessons.

Dancers shaked, shimmied and stripped at
Calgary’s most risque
display of dancing
Photo by Kennedy Enns

Sports:

Art:

Food:

Music:

Things heat up in the dome
as the Calgary Flames try
to take down the defending
Stanley Cup champions in
the Chicago Blackhawks on
Friday, Nov. 20.

“Fritters in Kandahar” is a
story about Lisa, a woman
from Airdrie who wanted
to make a difference, which
lead to work at a Tim
Hortons on the air base
in Kandahar. The event
goes until Nov. 14 at the
Lunchbox theatre.

Nov. 8 will be Calgary’s first
Bikes n Brews show and
tasting at Bresters Brewing
Company. The formal event
that combines the finest in
beer tasting and bike model
showcasing, as well as a silent
auction for the Cerebral Palsy
Kids Adapted Bike Program.

Singer/Song Writer Jake
Smith, better known by
his moniker “The White
Buffalo: will be making his
way to Flames Central on
Nov. 14. Tickets are $20
and can be purchased
through the Flames
Central website.
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Scream: The TV Series
How the age-old horror
classic translates to the
small screen
Lexi Wright
Staff Writer
Ah! Tis’ the season to indulge
in epic amounts of horror and
watch every scary movie and
horror TV series you can set your
sleepy little student eyes on,
(including the crappy ones and
the ones you told yourself you
would never watch). Fortunately,
while I have seen my fair share
of crappy horror movies and TV
flicks, Scream is definitely one
I would recommend investing
some time into.
To start off this review, I will
dive right into the plot line and
technicalities of the TV show.
Essentially, Scream is a teendrama thriller based off of the
original Scream movie series
directed by celebrity horror
film fanatic Wes Craven (not
Wes Anderson, totally different
and irrelevant director). It’s
important to note that Wes
Craven also had a part in this
Netflix-original series, as he was
one of the executive producers
for all ten episodes of the first
season. Equally as important to
note that Wes Craven has directed
some of the world’s best slasher
films, including “A Nightmare on
Elm Street” and “The Hills Have
Eyes” (for those of you who don’t
know what a slasher film is, think
knives. Lots and lots of knives).
So what is the plot of this
intriguing show anyways?
Well, you guessed it: teenagers
who get killed. I mean, there’s
obviously more to that statement
but essentially, that is the
overarching theme. The show
takes place in the fictional town
of Lakewood. Ironically, the teens
in this town all seem to have
insane amounts of money as the
town is composed mainly of highend houses and, you guessed it
again, a lake. The show revolves
around the lives of several
teenagers who have been forced
to investigate a series of murders
that have occurred, specifically
occurring after the unintended
release of a YouTube video. I will
graciously and briefly describe
the main characters below:
Emma Duval: arguably the
main character of the series and
the intelligently attractive female
lead who drives the plot.
Audrey Jensen: quirky
teenage girl character with oddly
suspicious traits

Noah Foster: the character
who you don’t want to believe is
the killer but also want to see kill
everyone at the same time
Kieran Wilcox: basically every
boyfriend you wish you had. Ever.
Brooke Maddox: t he
stereotypical, “she’s blonde so
she’s going to die first” character
Piper Shaw: the, “what is
the point of this character?”
character.
The list goes on, (as you can
tell, there are a lot of characters).
Although I will admit it takes
some time to get used to all the
names, each and every character
has a specific role in the series
and makes it increasingly difficult
to determine who is the real
killer. One thing that really irked
me about the series was the fact
that the majority of the actors
were adults who had to play the
roles of teenagers. This didn’t
pose any problem to the plot,
it just gave the show this sense
of “unrealism”. It is also highly
enforced throughout the show
that the teenagers are indeed
in high school, almost as if the
director wasn’t sure himself that
people would believe that.
Scream is intended to be a
horror series, however if you are
looking for an immense scare,
this is not the series for you.
It takes on more of a Criminal
Minds approach to horror:
the thrill of not knowing what
is going happen next, with
just the right amount of gory
details. In fact, there is one
pretty gory scene that rightfully
freaked me out, due to it’s sheer
unexpectedness. Speaking of
unexpectedness, the final reveal
(in other words, who has been
killing all the teenagers), is a bit
shocking. If you are clever and
can fit a one-thousand-piece
puzzle pretty fast, then I would
say you could probably figure
out how the show ends, but I for
one, was put in a state of “what
the f**k”.
Overall, I would give this
show a 7/10. Scream presents a
fine-line between guilty pleasure
horror and the type of horror
that remains iconic for years to
come. The show has its perks:
being only ten episodes long, you
can Netflix binge on this like no
other! It is also just generally very
hard to put down. Each episode
ends on a cliff-hanger and keeps
you hungry, or shall I say killing,
for more.

Horror junkies everywhere can now get their fix by watching Scream, now available on Netflix.
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DR. RONDA SALLOUM, DR. CHRISTOPHER ORR, DR. AMREESH KHANNA,
DR. REKHA PARAJULI, DR. ALANA CARTWRIGHT, DR. SUSAN LAFLEUR,
DR. LAURA METCALFE, DR. ZAINAB BAGHDADI,
DR. OSCAR RENISON, DR. JAMES PENG

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm
3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050
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We Day Alberta 2015
“We are powerful, we are a movement and
we will change the world!”

Kennedy Enns
Staff Writer
In Toronto, Ont. in 1995 when
Craig Kielburger opened the
Toronto Star he read a story
about a murdered child slave in
Pakistan. Craig was 12 at the time
and he could not believe how this
child’s life was so different from
his own when they were both
the same age. He was so deeply
affected by the story that he,
his brother and their 12 friends
created “Kids Can Free the
Children” and started what we
now call the Free the Children
foundation, which now hosts a
series of large, energy-filled live
concerts called “WE Day.”
WE Day is a celebration of
youth making a difference
in their local and global
communities. WE Schools is the
yearlong program that nurtures
compassion in young people and
gives them the tools to create
transformational social change.
Together they offer young people
the tools and the inspiration
to take social action, empower
others and transform lives—
including their own.
The first WE Day began on
Oct. 19, 2007 and now We Day
has an annual attendance of
approximately 200,000 students
from over 10,000 schools across
Canada, the United States
and the UK and it continues to
grow. WE Day Alberta, which
took place on Oct. 25, featured
performances from The Band
Perry, Francesco Yates, Kardinal
Offishall and SonReal. There

was something so moving about
having the entire Saddledome
completely filled with kids and
teachers that all believed they
could make a positive change in
the world — and they already
had. Just to get into WE Day
they had to make one positive
change both locally and globally.
Every person in attendance had
volunteered locally as well as
raised money for communities
around the globe. Throughout
WE Day there was volunteers
collecting money (mostly from
adults - but there is nothing cuter
than watching a little kid giving a
couple of loonies to a volunteer)
and on that day alone WE Day
raised over $20,000, enough to
build two schools!
WE Day’s goal is to create
and inspire generations of
compassionate youth and so far
80% of their alumni volunteer
more than 150 hours a year.
When WE Day began the kids
were asked to repeat the mantra,
“We are powerful, we are a
movement and we will change
the world!” when the event
started the kids were all happy
to repeat the mantra but by the
end of the day the volume rose
and around the third or so time
they were asked to repeat it and
there voices became a booming,
thunderous shout.
These kids believed what they
said and no matter how old they
were after WE Day ended they
were ready to go out into the
world and make a difference and
by their attitudes and the smiles
on their faces as they left I really
believe they can.

Photo by Kennedy Enns

Canadian R&B singer JRDN performing live with the Kenyan Boys Choir.

Photo by Kennedy Enns

Thousands packed into the Saddledome for live music and good vibes

Give me some Goosebumps
R.L. Stine’s books come to life in the new movie
Andrea Roberts
Contributor
Anyone who spent t heir
childhoods reading R.L. Stine’s
horror stories will love the new
Goosebumps movie. Not only will
it bring back strong nostalgia for
the books but also it was a good
laugh. The movie is not your
typical Halloween horror movie,
but it’s definitely a fun family
movie that will all have you

running out to find the books.
The movie centres around Zach
Cooper and his mom who move
to the small town of Madison, DE,
where he meets his mysterious
neighbour Hannah and her rather
odd father (Spoiler Alert) who
ends up being R.L. Stine. The
town is thrown into chaos as the
monsters from the Goosebumps
books begin to escape off their
pages and go after their creator.
The movie has a good amount
of wit and humour mixed with a
bit of that scare factor that won’t

keep the young ones up all night.
Another thing that stood out
was the exchanges between the
characters as even the smallest
exchange helps to show the depth
of the character and helps you to
form a connection with them.
So while this film may not
win an Oscar it will definitely be
a film that you can enjoy with
family and friends. Now you
must excuse me while I go find
my copy of Night of the Living
Dummy.

Funny man Jack Black did his part in recreating a childhood
classic
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Documentary 2
The Game
Blood Money/eOne
Score: A-

The year 2015 continues to be
an endless feast for hip-hop fans
everywhere, as west-coast rapper
The Game has brought some of
his best work out of the kitchen.
The album has a whopping 19
song track list, with a wide variety of what makes rap beautiful. Mula exemplifies the angry,
banger side of the genre, while
tracks like LA show a much more
uplifting beat with happier lyrics.
At the same time, The Game ties
these aspects of new school rap

with tracks like “Step Up,” which
serves as a nice salute to the old
school says of boom-bap hip hop.
The track “Circle” marries R&B
vocals with rap beats, which creates a beautiful. If you’re a fan of
music, you need to give this album a listen.
— Bigoa Machar

Stories
Avicii
PRMD/Island
Score: C
Photo by Bigoa Machar

Tania Malpuria teaches her performance group prior to their performance that the Illuminasia
festival in Calgary

Sparq-ing Interest

Bringing Bollywood to Calgary
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
In a city where culture basically
oozes out form the sidewalks,
Calgary’s own Sparq Productions is
showcasing the best of Bollywood
dance and culture.
Dancing for almost 11 years here
in Cowtown, Sparq Productions
brings a fresh, new take on East
Indian dance and song in big stage
performances, which feature complex dance routines and crazy, colourful stage props. Led by Tania
Lemos Malpuria and her husband
Vishal, whose resume includes
opening for Michael Jackson and
performing for Queen Elizabeth II,
the group most recently performed
at the Calgary Zoo’s Illuminasia festival. The Reflector caught up with
Malpuria at one of the groups’ rehearsal sessions, where she talked
to us about how Calgary is coming
to embrace Bollywood culture.
“It has been total acceptance
here from this city, more so after Slum Dog Millionaire,” says
Malpuria. “Jai Ho hit it, and that’s
what got everyone here in the west
talking about Bollywood. People
began to get more interested in the
movies and the culture after that.”

As awesome as Slum Dog
Millionaire was, Malpuria says the
movie only scratched the tip of the
iceberg as far as Bollywood culture
goes and says it is much more than
what people initially think.
“Bollywood is a fusion of different elements,” says Malpuria.
“It’s very vibrant. It’s an emotion
that everyone can feel. Each song
is different from each other. Some
are slow, some are contemporary,
but at the same time really strong.
There are many different types of
folk music in India, and Bollywood
captures them all. Then you have
the Bolly-Hip Hop which is also
very different and new-school, so
there’s really something for everyone.”
Malpuria goes on to say that she
want to continue to help Calgarians
learn about Bollywood culture by
teaching and educating the city folk
on what exactly Bollywood is.
“We have our instructors have
one-day arts programs where we
teach people a little bit of dance
and the culture. We show them
videos to help them embrace the
culture a little more and educate
them on what Bollywood is.”
In addition to this, Sparq
Productions also teaches a variety
of Bollywood dance classes for all

skill levels. This eventually leads up
to their performance group, where
the best and brightest dancers from
Sparq showcase their talents on
large stages.
“Every year we have our big
show called ‘One’ where the proceeds go to a charity we choose.
This year the event was at The Grey
Eagle Performing Arts Center,” says
Malpuria.
Malpuria hopes that Calgary
can become a cultural hub for
Bollywood, even influencing the
roots of the culture itself.
“I would like to see dancers
from other areas participating in
Bollywood so we can eventually
send out dancers to India when
they have shootings for videos. We
want to provide dancers for these
films.”
Overall, Malpuria says she is
grateful to the city of Calgary for
embracing the way it has continued
to allow Bollywood to grow.
“It is an honor whenever we are
asked to provide Bollywood entertainment. It is awesome just to be
asked and to be associated with the
festivals in this city.”
For more information on Sparq
Productions, visit their website at
www.sparqproductions.com.

His name may not be on the
top of your head, but Swedish
DJ Avicii’s music is bumped in
nightclubs and cheesy car commercials everywhere. After the
success of his debut album True,
which featured “Wake Me Up”
and “Hey Brother,” you’d think
that one would take their craft
a step further the second time
around. Stories starts of really
strong, with “Waiting For Love”
being stuck in my head ever since

I first heard the song. However,
my biggest issue with the album is that it doesn’t know
what it wants to be. It’s too pop to
be electronic, but too electronic
to be pop. The beats sound very
generic and recycled throughout
the entire album. Avicii went
from nightclub music to overpriced clothing boutique music
with this album, which by the
way isn’t a good thing.
— Bigoa Machar

Confident
Demi Lovato
Island/Hollywood
Records
Score: A++

If you haven’t been hearing much
about Queen D then you have
been living under a rock. The former Disney starlet has officially
shed her mouse ears with this
new release. The album which
dropped on Oct. 16 features the
poppy anthems she is known for
such as summer hit “Cool for
the Summer” and “Confident”
but also shows off her singing
chops in “Stone Cold.” There is
no doubt that Demi Lovato is

continuing her steadying climb
to stardom, singing at the World
Series baseball game, and being a performer this season on
Saturday Night Live. If you are a
fan of Lovato this record is definitely already on your iPhone,
and if you aren’t — well, you
should be.
—Kari Pedersen

sports

Sports Editor
Melanie Walsh
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

Mount Royal’s Big Three
The professionals aren’t the only hockey
stars you can get to know, we have some
pretty unreal players right here on campus

Brendan Stasiewich
Contributor
In sports you’ll often find that
the strongest players have an
easier time finding chemistry
with teammates. When a team
is lucky enough to come across
three talented players with
complimenting skill sets — the
results can be awe-inspiring.
It doesn’t matter the sport.
Lebron James, Dwayne Wade and
Chris Bosh in the Association.
Wayne Gretzky, Mark Messier
and Jari Kurri in the NHL. Greg
Maddux, Tom Glavin, and John
Smoltz in the MLB. Joe Montana,
Jerry Rice and Roger Craig in the
NFL. What do all of these trios
have in common? They won
championships.

How about Matthew Brown,
Tyler Fiddler and Cody Cartier,
heard of them? That’s Mount
Royal’s big three. In fact they’ve
been one of, if not the most,
prolific offensive trio in the
Canada West Conference for
the past three seasons. And if
the currently third place Mount
Royal Cougars can avenge last
season’s playoff loss to the Dinos
and go on a run, it’ll be in large
part because of the first line.
In 28 games last season the
three forwards registered 93
points — 35 of those points
being goals. They’re just fun to
watch. On Friday Oct. 30 I was
at the Flames Community Arenas
covering the team’s game against
Lethbridge. The Mount Royal trio
skated circles around Pronghorns
defenders. Sure enough in the
second period: Fiddler to Cartier

to Brown to the back of the net;
like a broken record.
I’m not kidding — going over
past box scores it’s hard to find
a Cartier, Fiddler or Brown goal
that isn’t assisted by at least
one of the others. They make it
look as if they could make tapeto-tape passes to each other
blindfolded.
Last season before the January
Crowchild Classic I chatted with
the Cougars’ bench boss, Bert
Gilling, about the three forwards.
He mentioned that while at times
the three have been split up, he
thinks they’re the best line in the
league when together.
“They love playing
together,” said Gilling. “We’ve
experimenting with splitting
them up and putting them back
together and every time we put
them back together its like we set
a spark off on our team.”
Watching the line play I often
forget (I don’t think I’m alone
here), that these are student
athletes. The speed of the game
in the CIS is so fast, and watching
the chemistry between the three
Cougars’ you would think they
play hockey as a full time job.
And not to take away from the

rest of the Cougars’ skaters —
the team’s in third place in the
conference not only because of
the “big three” but also because
of the tremendous depth. But the
skilled athletes are students too.
Perhaps after the game, or on the
bus to Lethbridge or Edmonton

“every time
we put them
back together
its like we set
a spark off on
our team“
Bert Gilling

many are studying or working
hard on essays. They go through
the same day-to-day school tasks
as anybody else- they’re just
really really good at hockey.
The unfortunate part is that

just like every other studentgraduation day comes, and with
it the CIS eligibility goes as well.
Fortunately for the trio, Gilling
says that he believes each of them
will have the opportunity to go
on to play pro hockey should they
choose to do so; Fiddler after this
year and Brown and Cartier after
next.
But for those students who are
thinking of maybe heading over
to the rink next weekend to catch
a game — I urge you to do so.
While the foundation is firmly set
and the mindset has shifted solely
on winning for the future — even
after the three have moved onto
new endeavors — watching the
top line play right now is a treat.
Mount Royal students get free
admission into home games
— a much cheaper price than
one would pay to see a similar
level WHL team play (and many
Canada West players actually
come from WHL squads). And
above all — why not support
the players who walk the
same hallways as many of us.
Come out, wear blue, show
Cougar pride and witness some
unbelievable hockey.

Photo courtesy of: Cody Cartier

The big three of the Cougars mens hockey team work better when they’re together, and it is hard to believe that they do school on top of the amazing play.

#s

20 - 7

The score in
the Houston
Texans vs. Tennessee Titans
game that the team at the
Reflector attended

12

The number of
points from Connor
McDavid before injury
struck the Oilers rookie

4-1

The series final
for the Kansas
City Royals in the 2015
World Series

4-0

The record for
the Toronto
Raptors so far this season.
The first time they have
ever started the season with
a winning record

14

#WeTheNorth
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
It’s been a long summer for us
Toronto Raptors fans. After
an embarrassing 4-0 sweep at
the hands of the Washington
Wizards, many were calling
for heads to roll after such an
abysmal showing. Personally,
after listening to Drake’s Marvin’s
Room on repeat after the playoff
series and an undisclosed
number of alcoholic drinks, I
am now ready to re-up for the
2015-2016 season. At the time
of writing this, the Raptors are
currently sitting pretty at 3 and

0 atop the eastern conference
and one of only four teams still
undefeated at this point in the
season. However, if you’re not
as crazy addicted to following
this team like I am, no worries.
I gotchu fam. Here’s everything
you need to know for the Toronto
Raptors 2015-2016 season.

Young Blood, Old
Money
With the new NBA salary
cap, GM’s across the league are
making it rain like a mid-2000’s
rap music video. Recently, both
Jonas Valanciunas and Terrence
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Gearing up for some hoops from the 6ix
Ross signed monster contracts
to play a children’s playground
game. Valanciunas received a
hefty raise of $64million over
the next four years. While some
might say that this price tag is
asinine for a center who’s still
developing, there’s no question
that the extra faith from
management will help improve
Lithuania’s finest export. Ross,
who will enter this season coming
off the bench for newly acquired
Demarre Carroll, signed a deal
worth a whopping $33 million
over three years. Much like
Valanciunas, the raise should
help the 23-year-old swingman
lay his worries solely on the court
this season.

Forward paces with
new faces

Photo courtesyRichard Lautens/Toronto Star

Kyle Lowry and DeMar DeRozan look to carry the Raptors
back to the playoffs.

Speaking of Demarre Carroll,
the hightly-touted small forward
decided to take his talents to the
north pole this season and sport
those retro purple jerseys we all
know and love. Coming over from
the Atlanta Hawks, Carroll brings
perimeter defence and size to the
starting rotation, something that
was dearly needed after being

exposed by Paul Pierce two years
in a row. In addition to Carroll,
the Raptors also signed 2015
FIBA Americas MVP Luis Scola.
The big man out of Argentina
brings with him years of NBA
experience and a consistent post
game that will fit nicely into the
starting lineup. Another welcome
addition to the team is 6’9 rim
protector Bismack Biyombo, who
will provide energy and defense
off the bench.

Canadian Content
In addition to the
aforementioned trio, the Raptors
also brought in some hometown
talent to fill in the roster. Backup
point guard Cory Joseph, hailing
from Toronto, brings with him
NBA Championship experience
from the San Antonio Spurs.
Joseph is an upgrade defensively
from departed guard Greivis
Vasquez and should become
a fan favourite in no time.
Another Canuck on the roster is
former first overall pick Anthony
Bennett, another Toronto boy.
Previously released by the
Minnesota Timberwolves in the
offseason, Bennett will look to

samru.ca

get his career back on track in his
friendly hometown city, where
there is no pressure for him to
perform on a night-in-night-out
basis.

The Queen’s
Guard(s)
Despite all these new changes,
the focus of the team remains
in the all-star backcourt duo of
Kyle Lowry and DeMar DeRozan.
Averaging close to 20.0PPG
apiece last season, the bulk of
the scoring will come from the
backside of the court this season.
After undergoing a Princess
Diaries-esque transformation
last season, Lowry lost a bunch
of weight, ready to keep up with
the agile point guards in the
league. Statistically, both Lowry
and DeRozan had up years last
season, so one can only assume
that the only way to go now is up.
Now you’re set to hop on the
Raptors bandwagon for the
2015-2016 season! If you need
more info as the season goes on,
feel free to follow me on Twitter
for some really angry rants about
my favourite basketball team this
season (@bigoamachar).
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Sunday Mass(ive big deal)
Experiencing America’s #1 pastime for the first time
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor

Kari Pedersen
Publishing Editor

As part of our official “The
Reflector Staff takes over
Texas tour,” we decided to
cough up a lot of money to
witness America’s largest
unofficial religion: Football
(and J.J. Watt). No seriously,
it’s like a religion down
there. People live, breath,
eat and drink (a lot) football.
Especially in Houston,
where the pretty bad
Texans played the equally
shitty Tennessee Titans in
a stadium large enough
to house the Saddledome
almost four times over. So
while the rest of the staff
drooled over the massive
pile of hunk that is J.J. Watt,
I was able to take some
notes on what you should
and shouldn’t do when
attending an NFL game,
as well as a few tidbits of
information I feel like I
need to pass on.

but really NFL, there’s no way in
hell a plastic bag glued to some
strings is worth $14.

if you show up early, you get to
participate in some bomb-ass
tailgate parties.

The early bird gets
the worm

The curious case of
Miller Lite

Normally, arriving half an hour
early to something is usually
okay. To us, 11:30 seemed like
a perfectly reasonable time to
show up to the game that started
at noon. Oh how we were wrong.
Upon making like Goku and
walking down a ramp as long
as snake way, reached the first
level of six, which is where we
had to go to get to our seats.
After going on an adventure that
Bilbo Baggins would be proud
of, we found our section atop the
mountain that is NRG Stadium.
After waiting in line for food and
beer, it climbed up two more
flights of the most dangerous
stairs ever before finding our
seats. To put it into perspective,
Rocky would refuse to run up and
down those stairs. All in all, we
didn’t get to our seats until about
halfway through the first quarter,
with some other randoms not
showing up until halftime. Plus,

Take my word on this one:
Stadium Beer is the epitome of
modern day highway robbery.
If you think hockey beer is
expensive, football beer will cost
you $7.50 for a pint and $9.50 for
a pint in a “Souvenir Cup,” which
is just a plastic cup with the team
logo on it that’ll get crushed
when your team’s quarterback
gets sacked three times in a row.
Despite the arm and a leg it costs
for beer, you’d think it would be
somewhat worth the price. Oh
how wrong I was. The stadium
specializes in serving a special
brand of monkey piss known as
“Miller Light.” They also serve
other variants of animal urine,
from “Bud
Light” to “Bud Light Lime.”
Case and point, if you intend on
getting J-Kwon level tipsy at the
game, be sure to pre-drink.

Be a fun fan, not a
dumb fan
The stadiums are huge, which
means a lot of people, so be sure
to respect your neighbours. There
are roughly 80,000 people at
these games and it is important
to respect them, because they
too have paid a lot to be there.
Refrain from swearing, drinking
too excessively or fighting,
because you will get kicked out
and no one needs that. This isn’t a
bar on Austin’s 6th street after all.

Respect where you
are
It is no secret that Americans
are very patriotic, and we are
entering their territory when
we head down to check out an
NFL game, so respect that as
we would want them to respect
us. It is not unusual to see army
veterans honoured, so stand up
and pay your respects, after all
we have soldiers fighting over
there too, so those could just
as easily be Canadians we are
showing our respect to. Stand up

for the anthem, take your hat off
and be a good Canadian, like we
all know how to be.

Enjoy the
Opportunity
Not everyone gets to head to
an NFL game, so enjoy! even
if you aren’t a football fan, the
experience is truly unreal. There
is so much excitement that it is
hard not to get swept up, even
our photo editor Zana El-Youssef
enjoyed it, although at the end
she did say it seemed to be just
a bunch of dudes running and
jumping on each other.
Moral of this really long but
very educational Reflector story
is if you have the opportunity
to go to an NFL game, do it. No
matter the teams you will have a
good time. Maybe just avoid the
black hole that is the Oakland
Raiders stadium, because no
one needs to waste there money
there.
Editor-in-Chief Note: The Texans
are amazing, and I will one day be
Kari Watt.

Bags: Don’t bring
them
The NFL has a weird rule
where you can’t bring in any
bag larger than a clutch, which
means no purses, backpacks,
tote bags and whatever the fuck
people buy on Etsy these days.
Wanna know their alternative?
Most stadiums sell see-though
bags, made for the sole purpose
of not being able to bring in any
outside alcohol. It sounds like
a good idea, until you figure
out that they go for 14 bucks
a chop. I understand trying to
make money off your business,

Photo by Bigoa Machar

J.J. Watt leads the Texans team on the defence, with his infectious energy and incredible play, its no wonder he is known
across the NFL
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NRG stadium, home to the Houston Texans holds 71,000 fans
each Sunday home game, the sound when the fans are cheering them on is deafening.
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Bigoa Machar, Reflector Arts Editor got pretty into his first NFL
game, his only mistake was cheering for the opposing team
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